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Abstract
The increasing demand for accessing heterogeneous information sources to support
global applications and decision making requirements forces organizations to solve
heterogeneity problems. One of the important problems stemming from accessing the
heterogeneous data is semantic heterogeneity. A number of research efforts have been
proposed to address this problem, ranging from mediator-based systems, description
logic-based systems to content-descriptive metadata systems. In this paper, we propose
a metadata dictionary as an assistant mechanism for solving semantic heterogeneity.
The proposed metadata dictionary is designed based on domain ontology where the
constituent components are defined in terms of object-oriented and set theory. An
XML-based data model is employed to manipulate and express the metadata dictionary
contents.
The inherent flexibility of XML technology permits system-wide
interoperability suitable for a Web-based environment.
Keywords: Heterogeneous Information Sources, Domain Ontology, XML-based
Metadata Dictionary.
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Introduction

Due to the increasing demand in gathering and integrating data from the existing
Heterogeneous Information Sources (HIS) to achieve semantic interoperability,
organizations have to solve various semantic heterogeneity [29] problems. These
problems can be classified into four types as follows:





Naming conflicts, encompassing two different kinds of conflict, namely,
synonyms and homonyms. Synonyms are concerned with the semantically
equivalent concepts (i.e., classes) or properties (i.e., attributes) defined by
different names. Homonyms, on the other hand, are concerned with the
semantically unrelated concepts or properties defined by the same name;
Data type conflicts, concerning semantically equivalent properties defined with
different data types;
Scaling conflicts, concerning semantically equivalent properties defined with
different scales (or units of measure); and
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Generalization conflicts, concerning semantically related concepts defined in
different systems where the concepts in one system subsume the concepts in
another system.

A number of systems have been proposed to cope with these problems. For
example, the mediator-based systems [37] provide the inter-schema architecture for
integrating access to data of different sources and converting data and queries into
canonical formats via the mediator and wrapper components. Examples of such
systems are TSIMMIS [16] and HERMES [1].
The description logic-based systems offer a different approach to elaborate
source description by means of description logic [7, 8] for solving queries over multiple
sources. Unlike the mediator approach, the description logic approach abstracts the
heterogeneous sources from users through a global view. Examples of such systems are
the Information Manifold [25] and the SIMS [3, 4].
The content-descriptive metadata systems [23] utilize annotation information
that is tightly integrated with HTML as metadata to describe the contents of a Web
document. Examples of such systems are the Ontobroker [12] and the SHOE [19].
All of the above systems employ the ontology approach as described in [14, 31,
33] to cope with heterogeneity problems. A survey and comparison of these systems
can be found in [27, 36].
In this paper, we propose a metadata dictionary extended from the reference
architecture proposed by [2] as a means for solving semantic heterogeneity problems.
We consider the HIS consisting of structured data sources, such as database systems,
and semi-structured data sources, such as XML documents [35]. The proposed
metadata dictionary is modeled and designed based on domain ontology [17] to be a
repository for storing conceptual level and physical level data descriptions, where the
constituent components are defined in terms of object-oriented and set theory. In order
to support system-wide interoperability suitable for a Web-based environment, we
choose XML as a language for expressing the metadata dictionary contents, as well as
providing flexibility and scalability in building and manipulating the ontology
terminologies. These ontology terminologies are subsequently shared by the agents to
access and retrieve real data from the underlying physical sources.
The main functionalities of metadata dictionary can be summarized as follows:





Providing an abstract view for the application domain through the virtual
schema on which users can pose their queries expressed over this virtual
schema. The virtual schema abstracts the users from the underlying physical
sources;
Providing a mapping mechanism to translate the virtual schema into the
associated physical schema; and
Providing the physical source configurations that are necessary for search agents
in accessing the HIS, such as physical source and concept (or entity) names,
network location of each physical source, data model, query language, owner
and permission of each physical entity, etc.
Our approach differs from other approaches from various standpoints, that is,
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The proposed approach provides a metadata dictionary as a knowledge
repository that is flexible for agents to acquire knowledge dynamically, that is,
agents are able to obtain knowledge from the metadata dictionary instead of
predefined static source for each agent. This provision offers update flexibility
of the knowledge in the metadata dictionary;



A user’s query posed over virtual schema is mapped directly to physical schema
without loss of information in the query, that is, the user’s query need not be
rewritten in such a way to accommodate one ontology to another stored in
dispersed sources, thus eliminating potential loss of information in query
transformation process;



The proposed approach defines domain ontology components based on objectoriented and set theory that aim to be a standard model which can be applied to
real world metadata dictionary implementation by means of independent tools
and languages; and



The domain ontology is expressed in XML-based architecture that is easy for
agents to gain the information from the metadata dictionary. This representation
provides a means for consolidating data retrieved from various sources, while
retaining consistent identification of the data semantics. Such a configuration is
suitable for representing data from HIS in a Web-based environment.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a
metadata dictionary based on ontology modeling technique. Section 3 presents the
structuring of the XML-based metadata dictionary from domain ontology components.
The XML-DTD metadata obtained in the process is also illustrated. Section 4
demonstrates how the proposed metadata dictionary solves semantic heterogeneity.
Section 5 suggests further research extension. Section 6 summarizes the proposed
work.

2

The Ontology-based Metadata Dictionary

In this section, we focus on modeling and designing the domain ontology, which is the
fundamental building block of the metadata dictionary instead of the straightforward
ontology construction [18, 22, 32, 33]. The resulting model is thus utilized in formal
definitions of domain ontology components as illustrated in an Appendix.
Domain ontology has been modeled on the basis of a bottom-up design approach
[10, 26, 34]. The modeling process involves the schema translation of the underlying
physical information sources into the intermediate schemas via the E-R model [11], and
schema integration of these intermediate schemas into a global conceptual schema in
order to eliminate structural heterogeneity [5, 6, 26]. Details of schema translation and
integration can be found in [28, 30].
Our approach focuses on extracting the ontology from the underlying global
conceptual schema to obtain an explicit user-viewed representation. The ontology is
systematically extracted into two levels of abstraction, namely, the conceptual level of
abstraction and the physical level of abstraction.
(1) The conceptual level of abstraction. The global conceptual schema is restructured
into virtual schema, which is an initial ontology represented by Extended EntityRelationship (EER) model encompassing virtual concepts (or entities), virtual
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properties (or attributes), relationships, and construction rules. The ontology
conceptualized on this level abstracts the users from physical information sources.
Users can pose their queries in the form of this ontology rather than dealing with
real data. A partial internal structure of domain ontology at this level is depicted in
Figure 1 (a).
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(a) Domain ontology at the conceptual level
of abstraction.
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Figure 1. Two levels of domain ontology extracted from a global conceptual schema.
In this figure, boxes represent virtual concepts, whereas diamonds denote the
relationships that hold among the virtual concepts. The virtual properties are shown
as rounded rectangles attached to each virtual concept. In our model, we designate a
virtual property as a class property, which forms its own property set called domain
properties. The domain properties are represented by circles that encompass
predefined type domains (e.g., integer, string, float, or char) and scaling domains or
units of measure (e.g., kilogram, pound, US$, or AUS$). These domain properties
are used to solve data type and scaling conflicts in which the same logical data items
with different physical data types or unit types from HIS can be displayed in a
uniform format. The relationships, such as IS-A, IS-PART-OF relationships, etc.,
link virtual concepts to exhibit their relationships. IS-A relationship is used to solve
generalization conflicts and denoted by an arrow connecting a specific concept to a
general concept. IS-PART-OF relationship is denoted by an arrow connecting a
component concept to an aggregate concept. The construction rules are augmented
from the diagram.
(2) The physical level of abstraction. This level provides a mapping mechanism to
associate the virtual concepts and properties of a virtual schema with the
corresponding physical concepts and properties of a global conceptual schema. A
partial internal ontology structure is illustrated in Figure 1 (b). At this level, each
virtual property is designed to hold its instances, called physical instances
represented by ellipses to store the synonymous physical property names of the
physical concepts in a global conceptual schema. Each physical instance defines its
own properties, denoted by circles that encompass other physical information
corresponding to the physical instance, such as physical data type, unit type,
concept, and source. These physical instances are used to solve naming conflicts.
The ontology on this level also holds physical source configurations describing the
configurations of physical concepts in each physical source. These physical source
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configurations furnish necessary information to grant permission and knowledge for
agents in accessing individual physical source.

3

The XML-based Metadata Dictionary

We exploit XML strengths in well-formedness, validity, and schema to represent the
metadata dictionary. It is imperative that an XML document needs to be validated by
rules defined through XML-DTD (Document Type Definition) representing XML data
schematic description.
In the following sections, we structure the XML-DTD from the domain ontology
components with a list of legal elements and attributes. The resulting XML-DTD will
also be illustrated.

3.1 Structural Design of XML-DTD from Domain Ontology
Components
The structural design of XML-DTD was set up to maintain their conceptual and
physical correspondence and consistency into two levels as follows.
3.1.1 The conceptual level of design abstraction
To capture the semantic elements of the conceptual level modeling, the XML-DTD in
this level must encompass all virtual concepts and their corresponding virtual properties
and relationships. The resulting structure of the XML-DTD in this level is depicted in
Figure 2, where each rectangle denotes an XML element or sub-element and each
double-lined rounded rectangle represents an XML attribute within an element. White
areas of nodes contain element or attribute names and shaded areas of nodes hold data
elements or attribute values. A bracketing symbol of an element indicates that there are
sub-elements within that element. A (+) symbol in front of an element indicates that
there are one or more instances of that element, whereas a (?) symbol indicates zero or
one instance of the element. Any element without a symbol represents exactly one
instance of that element. The data elements and attribute values can be atomic values
denoted by string, unique identifiers denoted by id, or identifier references denoted by
idref. The identifier is used to reference an id of another element shown as a dashed
arrow.
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Figure 2. The XML-DTD structure at the conceptual level of design abstraction.
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The XML-DTD structure in this level is described below. Structural domain
ontology representation of components is given in the Appendix.
(1) Virtual concepts
 The root element VConcepts consists of one or more sub-elements VConcept
denoting virtual concepts whose names are stored in the attribute VCname of
VConcept. Each VConcept in turn consists of a sub-element VProperties
denoting virtual properties and zero or one sub-element VRelationships
denoting virtual relationships.
(2) Virtual properties
The element VProperties of each VConcept contains one or more subelements VPoid, VPref, and VPord.


Each VPoid denotes an object identifier property or key. The name of VPoid is
designated to the attribute VPname of VPoid.



Each VPref denotes an object reference property or foreign key designated to
store a virtual property name to its data element. Each data element of VPref
is defined as idref to reference the virtual property name defined as id in
VPoid.



Each VPord denotes an ordinary property whose value is atomic value (e.g.,
integer, string). The name of VPord is designated to the attribute VPname of
VPord.



Each VPoid and VPord consists of sub-elements, VDataType and VunitType,
whose data elements are designated to store the virtual data type (or predefined
type domain) and unit type (or scaling domain), respectively. Note that a NULL
value in a VUnitType element designates the property that is not of unit of
measure.

(3) Relationships
 Each VConcept can associate with zero or more concepts, whose names are
designated to the data elements of AssocConcept. The associated concept name
of AssocConcept is defined as idref, pointing back to the already defined
concept name in VConcept.
 The types of relationship, that is, associative, IS-A, and IS-PART-OF
relationships, between VConcept and AssocConcept are designated to the
attribute VRelname of VRelationship.
3.1.2 The physical level of design abstraction
The principal constituents of this level consist of the physical property names and other
related physical information that are connected with the virtual properties and concepts
in the conceptual level. This physical level is designed to incorporate the physical
source configurations of physical concepts and sources. The overall XML-DTD
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structure is illustrated in Figure 3, where bold pictures denote the physical level of
abstraction.
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Figure 3. The XML-DTD structure at the physical level of design abstraction.
The XML-DTD structure in this level can be described as follows:
(1) Physical properties and other physical information
 Each VPoid and VPord at the conceptual level is designated to contain one or
more synonymous physical properties, whose names are designated to the attribute
PPname of PProperty of VPoid and VPord, respectively.
 Other physical information related to the physical property names of VPoid and
VPord, such as the physical data type and unit type, are designated to the data
elements PDataType and PUnitType, respectively. Similarly, the physical
concept names and source names are designated to the attribute PCname, and
PSname, respectively. The attribute PCname and PSname are defined as idref to
reference the physical concept and source names defined as id in the physical
source configurations.
(2) Physical source configurations
 The element PhysicalSourceConfs consists of one or more sub-elements
Psource, whose names are designated to the attribute PSname of PSource.
 Each PSource consists of one or more sub-elements PConcept, whose names
are designated to the attribute PCname of PConcept. The values of other
physical configurations that associate to each physical concept (e.g., physical data
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model, permission, owner) are designated to the data elements of PDataModel,
Permission, and Owner, respectively.

3.2 XML-DTD Metadata Dictionary Structure
The structure of XML-DTD metadata dictionary, depicted in Figure 4, is constructed
based on the design abstractions described in the earlier section and ordered according
to Figure 2 and 3.
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<!DOCTYPE
MetadataDictionary [
<!ELEMENT
MetadataDictionary
<!ATTLIST
MetadataDictionary
<!ELEMENT
VConcepts
<!ELEMENT
VConcept
<!ATTLIST
VConcept
<!ELEMENT
VRelationships
<!ELEMENT
VRelationship
<!ATTLIST
VRelationship
<!ELEMENT
AssocConcept
<!ATTLIST
AssocConcept
<!ELEMENT
VProperties
<!ELEMENT
VPoid
<!ATTLIST
VPoid
<!ELEMENT
VPord
<!ATTLIST
VPord
<!ELEMENT
VPref
<!ATTLIST
VPref
<!ELEMENT
VDataType
<!ELEMENT
VUnitType
<!ELEMENT
PProperties
<!ELEMENT
PProperty
<!ATTLIST
PProperty

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

PDataType
PUnitType

(VConcepts, PhysicalSourceConfs)>
MetadataName
ID
#REQUIRED>
(VConcept)+>
(VRelationships?, VProperties)>
VCname
ID
#REQUIRED>
(VRelationship)+>
(AssocConcept)+>
VRelname (IS-A|IS-PART-OF|Associative) #REQUIRED>
(#PCDATA)>
VConcept
IDREF
#IMPLIED>
(VPoid|VPord|VPref)+>
(VDataType, VUnitType, PProperties)>
VPname
ID
#REQUIRED>
(VDataType, VUnitType, PProperties)>
VPname
CDATA #IMPLIED>
(#PCDATA)>
VPoid
IDREF
#IMPLIED>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(PProperty)+>
(PDataType, PUnitType)>
PPname
CDATA #REQUIRED
PCname
IDREFS #REQUIRED
PSname
IDREF
#REQUIRED>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

PhysicalSourceConfs
PSource
PSource
PConcept
PConcept
PDataModel
Permission
Owner

(PSource)+>
(PConcept)+>
PSname
ID
#REQUIRED>
(PDataModel, Permission, Owner)>
PCname
ID
#REQUIRED>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>

]>

Figure 4. The XML-DTD metadata dictionary structure.

3.3

Construction Rules

In order to govern the update operations of the well-formed and valid XML document, a
set of construction rules is set up to administer the correctness and consistency. Since
XML document is tree-structured, the metadata dictionary contents are represented in a
conventional tree structure. The following formulations outline the rules in constructing
the XML metadata dictionary document.
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Let vcm and vcn be virtual concepts in domain ontology. The virtual concepts and
relationships make up the nodes and links of the XML document tree as follows:

(1) Virtual concepts
Referring to the XML-DTD structure in Figure 2, the VConcepts starts the root of all
virtual concepts. Other associated concept names stored in data elements of
AssocConcept become the child nodes. The relationship between VConcept and
AssocConcept denotes a one-way traversal. In other words, if n(vcm) and n(vcn)
denote virtual concept names of vcm and vcn, and are designated to VCname and
AssocConcept, respectively, it is not necessary to store n(vcn) and n(vcm) to VCname
and AssocConcept in the reverse direction.
(2) Relationships
To properly link the virtual concepts, we employ the following formal guidelines to
preserve the structural design established in Section 3.1 as follows:


If a concept vcm associates with vcn through IS-A, IS-PART-OF, or Associative
relationships, the n(vcm) and n(vcn) are designated to the attribute VCname and the
data element AssocConcept, respectively.



For the N:M relationship, it is important to note that the N:M relationship holding
its own properties apart from the participating concepts must be separately
accounted for as a virtual concept in the ontology structure. Therefore, if a concept
vck is a separate concept representing a relationship between the participating
concepts vcm and vcn, the n(vck) and n(vcm) are designated to the attribute VCname
and the data element AssocConcept, respectively, meanwhile, the n(vck) and
n(vcn) are also designated to the attribute VCname and the data element
AssocConcept, respectively.

4

Case Study

4.1

An Example of Semantic Heterogeneity

To illustrate how the proposed metadata dictionary solves the semantic heterogeneity,
we demonstrate two different physical information sources in a University referred to as
a domain of discourse, as shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b). The first information source,
Source1, shown in Figure 5 (a), is a relational data model encompassing two relations
Staff_Member and Department. The second information source, Source2, shown
in Figure 5 (b), is an XML-DTD storing the information of Instructor_Member and
Course, as well as the relationship, Course_Teach, which links between
Instructor_Member and Course.
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Staff_Member
PhyProperty
Staff_id
Staff_name
Salary
Dept_id

PhyDataType
String
String
Float
Integer

PhyUnitType
NULL
NULL
US$
NULL

Department
PhyProperty
Dept_id
Dept_name

PhyDataType
Integer
String

PhyUnitType
NULL
NULL

(a) Physical information sources at Source1 represented by Relational Data model.
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<!DOCTYPE Instructor_Course [
<!ELEMENT Instructor_Course
(InstructorMember_List,
Course_List)>
<!ELEMENT InstructorMember_List (Instructor_Member)+>
<!ELEMENT Instructor_Member (Inst_name, Ac_Position, Salary,
Course_Teach)>
<!ATTLIST Instructor_Member Inst_id ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Inst_name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Ac_Position (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Salary (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Course_Teach (Crs)+>
<!ELEMENT Crs (Course_time, Num_students)>
<!ATTLIST Crs Course_id IDREF #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Course_time (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Num_students (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Course_List (Course)+>
<!ELEMENT Course (Course_name)>
<!ATTLIST Course Course_id ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Course_name (#PCDATA)>
]>

Instructor_Member
Inst_id

Inst_name

Ac_Position

Salary

Course_Teach
Inst_id Course_id

Course_time

Num_students

Course
Course_id

Course_name

Relational schemas describing the
relationships between concepts of
XML-DTD in Figure 5 (b).

(b) Physical information source at Source2 represented by XML-DTD.

Figure 5. Two different data models of physical information sources.
This example not only illustrates the differences in data models and query
languages, but also semantic heterogeneity. First, naming conflicts between attribute
Staff_id in the relation Staff_Member of Source1 and Inst_id in the element
Instructor_Member of Source2. Both Staff_id and Inst_id are semantically
equivalent properties, since they refer to the same fact. This is called a synonym
conflict. Second, data type and scaling conflicts caused by the same attribute Salary
of Staff_Member and Instrutor_Member have different predefined types and units
of measure. Finally, generalization conflicts induce from the fact that the concept staff
subsumes the concept instructor, since all instructors are staff. This example will serve
as the basis for the ontology-based metadata dictionary design in the sections that
follow.

4.2

Domain Ontology Representation

4.2.1 The conceptual level representation
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The conceptual level of the ontology has been designed to solve data type, unit type,
and generalization conflicts. The design is based on the proposed modeling technique
outlined in Section 2 and illustrated by the EER model in Figure 6. Each virtual
concept possesses its own virtual properties, for example, Staff(st_id, st_name,
st_salary, dept_id). The virtual property st_id is an object identifier or key,
st_name, and st_salary are ordinary properties, and dept_id is an object identifier
reference or foreign key. The virtual concept Staff relates to Department by an
associative relationship. To solve data type and unit type conflicts, the object identifier
and ordinary properties can further designate additional domain properties to specify
predefined type and scaling domain. For example, the domain properties of
st_salary are of the predefined type “Float” and scaling domain “US$”. To solve
generalization conflicts between the concepts Staff and Instructor, Instructor
is designed to associate with Staff by an IS-A relationship, since Instructor is a
subconcept of Staff. As such, Instructor inherits st_id, st_name, st_salary,
and dept_id from Staff. Consequently, Instructor also associates with
Department by an N:1 associative relationship.
As mentioned earlier, the relationship course_teach can define its own
properties crs_time and num_stu in addition to those of the participating concepts
Instructor and Course. Hence, the relationship course_teach is treated as a
concept in the ontology.
Float

st_salary

st_name

dept_id

st_id

dept_name

US$

Staff

N

IS-A

Instructor

work
in

1

Department

crs_time
N

position

course
teach

num_stu

M

Course

crs_id

crs_name

Figure 6. The logical ontology structure at the conceptual level of abstraction.
4.2.2 The physical level representation
The physical level of the ontology illustrated in Figure 7 is designed to solve the naming
conflicts.
Since synonym conflicts of the physical property Staff_id of
Staff_Member and Inst_id of Instructor_Member are common encounters in
HIS environment, synonym terms should be designed as the physical instances of the
virtual property st_id through the instantiate relationships. Each physical instance,
Staff_id for example, is the physical property name which can define its physical
information properties for storing additional physical information associated with
Staff_id. For example, the values of physical information properties named
PDataType, PUnitType, PCname, and PSname of Staff_id are “integer,” “NULL,”
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“Staff_Member,” and “Source1,” respectively. This means that Staff_id is a physical
property name having the physical data, and unit types, “integer,” and “NULL,” and the
physical concept name “Staff_Member” which resides in “Source1.”

Staff
VProperty
String

The conceptual level
of abstraction

VProperty

VProperty
VDataType

st_id

VUnitType

st_name

…

st_salary

NULL

PProperty

Integer

The physical level
of abstraction

PDataType
PUnitType

Source1

…

PDataType

Inst_id

Staff_id PSname

PUnitType

PCname
NULL

…

PProperty
String

PSname
Source2

PCname

NULL

Staff
Member

Instructor
Member

Figure 7. The portion of internal structure of the ontology at the physical level of abstraction.

4.3

The XML-based Metadata Dictionary Representation

The logical ontology structures based on existing entities in Figures 6 and 7 are
translated into an XML-based metadata dictionary consisting of an XML-DTD (as
shown in Figure 4) and an XML document. A partial XML document structure storing
well-formed and valid data is given in Figure 8.
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VCname
Staff

VPoid

Metadataname
University
VConcept

VProperties

VPname
st_id
VDataType
String
VUnitType
NULL
PProperties

PProperty

PPname
Staff_id
PCname
Staff_Member 
PSname 
Source1
PDataType
Integer
PUnitType
NULL
PPname
Inst_id
PCname

VPref
dept_id 

Instructor_Member

VPord

…

PProperty
VRelname
Associative

VRelationships
MetadataDictionary

VRelationship

AssocConcept
Department 

VConcepts
VCname
Instructor

VConcept

VProperties

VPord

VPname
Position
VDataType
String
VUnitType
NULL
PProperties

PPname
Ac_Position
PCname

Instructor_Member

PProperty

VRelname
IS-A
VRelationships
VConcept

VRelationship

PSname
Source1

PCname
Staff_Member
PDataModel
Relational

PConcept

PConcept
PhysicalSourceConfs

…

PSname
Source2

PSource

PConcept

PConcept

PSname 
Source2
PDataType
String
PUnitType
NULL

AssocConcept

Staff

…

PSource

PSname
Source2 
PDataType
String
PUnitType
NULL

…

Permission
rwxr-xr-x
Owner
CJ1001

PCname
Instructor_Member
PDataModel
XML
Permission
rwxr-xr-x
Owner
PR1221

Figure 8. The portion of the XML document structure conforming to earlier XML-DTD.
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In Figure 8, the IS-A relationship is transformed to a derived VConcept of its
based VConcept Staff for relationship preserving and object derivation conformance.
As such, the VConcept Instructor needs only define its own specialized properties,
whereby all base relationships and properties are automatically inherited from its base
class Staff. This fact reaffirms the proposed metadata dictionary principles of object
orientation. The resulting XML document from Figure 8 is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The portion of the XML document based on metadata dictionary.
We envision that the formality so introduced will enhance the formulation and
design of more sophisticated metadata ontology-based components, in particular,
rigorous verification that leads to correctness and reliable operations on HIS.

5 Future Work
Our future research will focus on querying and retrieving process model to access HIS
via the mediator layer of the reference architecture [2] that involves primarily user
interface agent, managing agent, and metadata dictionary. The unified access to HIS,
by means of the metadata dictionary, will combine multiple schemas of various queries
into an integrated schema. Some governing frameworks (in the form formal rules and
algorithms) will be instituted to ensure that proper information is being stored and
retrieved, whereby eliminating semantic heterogeneity.
Additional efforts will be placed on operational transformation and
communication between the user interface agent and managing agent. A major task at
this level is the decomposition of global transaction initiated by a user query into subtransactions suitable for the underlying physical sources.
We will also enrich the proposed ontology-based metadata dictionary with
advanced ontology language such as RDF/RDF Schema [24, 9] to enhance XML
universal expressive power and syntactic interoperability [13] toward machineprocessable Semantic Web [13, 20, 15, 21].
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6 Conclusion
This work contributes to both theory and practice of HIS in many aspects. First, we
presented a domain ontology model which is an abstract representation of the proposed
metadata dictionary structure. Second, the proposed metadata dictionary scheme
provides a mapping mechanism to associate user’s requests posed at the conceptual
level with the physical level, allowing direct access to stored information without loss of
general query formulation. Third, the use of formal definition to represent domain
ontology component design based on object-orientation serves as a systematic
transformation from conceptual level to physical level. Such a conceptual-to-physical
connection permits a straightforward means to plug-in/out autonomous information
sources without affecting the overall system configuration. Fourth, choosing XML
technology to express the contents of ontology components in the metadata dictionary
renders maximal interoperability across heterogeneous systems which, in turn, offers
system scalability by virtue of XML constructs. As such, metadata dictionary content
management can be achieved by means of flexible XML data model.
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Appendix: The Domain Ontology Components
The domain ontology components can be introduced as a general notation in formal
semantics based on object-oriented and set theory. The domain ontology, denoted D, is
defined as a quadruple
D = <C, R, S, Ĉ>, where





C = {vci |  i =1…n} is a finite set of all unique virtual concepts in D;
R represents relationships between concepts or instances in D encompassing
associative, IS-A, IS-PART-OF, and instantiated relationships;
S represents physical source configurations; and
Ĉ represents the construction rules established to govern operations over C
and R, thus ensuring the correctness and consistency of the domain ontology.

These domain ontology components are defined as follows:
(1) Virtual concepts
A virtual concept vck  C is defined as a pair
vck = <n(vck), P(vck)>, where



n(vck) is the virtual concept name which is unique within D; and
P(vck) = {vpk1, vpk2, …, vpkm} is a finite set of unique virtual properties of the
virtual concept vck.

These virtual properties can be classified into three groups, namely, object
identifiers, object identifier references, and ordinary properties, depending on their
property values.
A virtual property vpkc  P(vck) is defined as a pair
vpkc = <n(vpkc), d>, where

vpkd



n(vpkc) is the virtual property name which is unique within vck; and



d is the domain variable defined below.

To solve data type and scaling conflicts, the virtual property vpkc  OID(vck) or
 ORD(vck) is designed as a class consisting of two domain properties, namely,
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predefined type and scaling domains. Denote PD and SD as the sets of values of the
predefined type domain and scaling domain properties, respectively, that is, PD =
{“integer”, “string”, “float”, “decimal”, “char”} and SD = {“NULL”, “kilogram”,
“pound”, “US$”, “AUS$”}. We define domain variable (d) of the virtual property vpkc
as follows:
d=

NULL

if vpkc  REF(vck)

<d1, d2>

if vpkc  OID(vck) or vpkd  ORD(vck)

where d1 is the predefined type domain property, denoted as a pair <n(d1), v(d1)> in
which n(d1) is the name of d1 and v(d1)  PD (e.g., v(d1) = “integer”), and d2 is the
scaling domain property, denoted as a pair <n(d2), v(d2)> in which n(d2) is the name of
d2 and v(d2)  SD (e.g., v(d2) = “kilogram”).
To solve naming conflicts, the virtual property vpkc  OID(vck) or vpkd 
ORD(vck) can also constitute physical instances, that is, instances representing the
synonymous physical property names of physical concepts.
Let pkct be a physical instance of vpkc and be defined as a pair
pkct = <n(pkct), P(pkct)>, where



n(pkct) is the physical instance name (or physical property name) which is
unique within vpkc; and
P(pkct) = {I1, I2, …, Ip} is a finite set of unique physical information
properties of pkct that describes related physical information to pkct.
Examples of these properties are defined as follows:
- I1 is a physical data type property, denoted as a pair <n(I1), v(I1)>,
where n(I1) is the name of I1, and v(I1)  PD;
- I2 is a physical unit type property, denoted as a pair <n(I2), v(I2)>,
where n(I2) is the name of I2, and v(I2)  SD;
- I3 is a physical concept property, denoted as a pair <n(I3), v(I3)>, where
n(I3) is the name of I3, and v(I3) is an object identifier reference for the
physical concept name of the physical source configuration; and
- I4 is a physical source property, denoted as a pair <n(I4), v(I4)>, where
n(I4) is the name of I4, and v(I4) is an object identifier reference for the
physical source name of the physical source configuration.

(2) Relationships
The relationships in domain ontology consist of four types, namely, associative, IS-A,
IS-PART-OF, and instantiated relationships.


Associative relationship. An associative relationship enumerates the connectivity
among instances of concepts. This relationship encompasses 1:1, 1:N, and N:M
relationships.

 IS-A relationship. An IS-A relationship describes a specialization relationship
among concepts that establishes a subsumption hierarchy, whereby a general
concept (or superconcept) subsumes more specific concepts (or subconcepts). In
other words, if the set of instances of vcm is a subset of the set of instances vcn, we
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say vcn subsumes vcm. A vcn is called a superconcept of vcm, and a vcm is called a
subconcept of vcn.
In inheritance context, a subconcept vcm can define its own properties and
inherit the common properties from its superconcept vcn. This implies that the
relationships that associate the superconcept vcn and other concepts can also
propagate to its subconcept vcm.


IS-PART-OF relationship. An IS-PART-OF relationship is a relationship between
an instance of an aggregate (or assembly) concept and its component instances.
Each component instance belongs exclusively to one instance of an aggregate
concept. In other words, if vcm is a part of vcn, vcn is called an aggregate concept of
vcm, and vcm is called a component concept of vcn.



Instantiated relationship. An instantiated relationship is a relationship between a
virtual property and its physical instance. This relationship acts as a bridge to map
ontology at the conceptual level to ontology at the physical level. The instantiated
relationship can be used to verify synonymous (or equivalent) physical instances.
We say that p111 and p112 are synonymous, and write p111 ~ p112, if and only if both
p111 and p112 are physical instances of the same class property vp11. In other words,
if we consider this relationship as a tree, we write p111 ~ p112, if and only if both p111
and p112 are children of the same parent node vp11.

(3) Physical source configurations
The physical source configurations at the physical level of the ontology describe the
configurations of physical concepts and sources. Let S = {Si | i = 1…n} be a finite set of
n physical information sources within D. A physical source, denoted Sk  S, is defined
as a pair
Sk = <n(Sk), P(Sk)>, where



n(Sk) is the name of a physical source, which is unique within D; and
P(Sk) = {pck1, pck2, …, pckm} is a finite set of unique properties of Sk, that is,
properties for storing the physical concept names (or entity names) in Sk.

A physical concept pckc P(Sk) is defined as a pair
pckc = <n(pckc), P(pckc)>, where


n(pckc) is the name of pckc, which is unique within Sk; and



P(pckc) = {cj | j = 1…m} is a finite set of unique physical configuration
properties of pckc, that is, properties for storing the associated physical
configurations of each pckc (e.g., physical data model, permission, owner). A
property ck  cj is defined as a pair <n(ck), cnf>, where n(ck) is the name of
ck, and cnf is the value of the physical configuration property, which is an
atomic string value.

(4) The construction rules
The construction rules, Ĉ, are already outlined in Section 3.3.

